Greenway Guides

Regional Pattern

Centers and Greenspaces

A. Protecting the Countryside

1. Fitting into the Landscape
2. Preventing Strip Subdivisions
3. Site Sensitive Utilities
4. Saving Farmland with Development
5. Rural Roads

B. Strengthening Centers

1. Priority Growth Areas
2. Walkable Communities
3. Building in Context
4. Slower, Safer Streets

C. Improving Suburbs

1. Commercial Strip Redevelopment
2. From Congestion to Circulation

D. Greenway Connections

1. Connected Habitats
2. Stream Corridor Protection
3. Highways into Greenways
4. Wellhead and Aquifer Protection
5. Building Bicycle Networks

E. Site Specifics

1. Landscaping
2. Signs
3. Parking Lots
4. Lighting
5. Street Trees
6. Convenience Stores with Gas Pumps
7. Recycling and Waste Collection
8. Green Infrastructure